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FEBRUARY 2023 ACTIVITY LOG 

 
02/02/2023 1856: patrolled through cemetery. Grey sedan was driving through cemetery. Driver  

left cemetery after seeing patrol vehicle. No incidents to report. Area is clear and secure. 
02/03/2023 1914: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a vehicle parked in a  

crosswalk. Vehicle was issued a citation. No incidents to report. Area is secure. 
02/03/2023 2035: During patrol officer valadez and I came across a vehicle parked in a red  

curb/keep clear zone. Vehicle was issued a citation. No incidents to report. 
02/04/2023 2245HRS patrolled the areas around 2nd, 3rd, Polk, and Monterey looking for an  

intoxicated white male who was walking down the middle of the street. Eduardo notified 
SO dispatch of the individual and had then send a Sheriff's officer. Sherriff's were unable 
to locate the individual, we resumed regular patrol after they left 

02/04/2023 2247 hrs conducted a patrol of the San Juan Bautista mission. While exiting noticed  
a male walking In the middle of the street appearing intoxicated called in a wellness 
check but male had left area. Nothing further to report 

02/05/2023 1957HRS we noticed a vehicle had its emergency lights on and was partly in the  
road. The driver pulled forward into a red after they noticed us turning back towards 
 then. We decided to do a welfare check. The passenger informed us that they were 
having car trouble and just stopped to let car cool down. 

02/10/2023 2104: patrolled through windmill. Upon arrival windmill market is now closed to  
customers. Employees still inside. Pizza factory is now closed to customers. Employees 
still inside. Vehicles are leaving parking lot. Stood by until employees locked and 
secured front door and left property. Nothing further to report. Area is secure. 

02/11/2023 1737HRS we were driving down first st when we notice a white suv parked in a  
crosswalk. I gave this vehicle a parking ticket. No other issues to report. We left first ST  
at 1748HRS 

02/11/2023 1755HRS we Patrolled the inner streets of San Juan Bautista 1808HRS we notice a 
vehicle parked on the sidewalk , I gave this vehicle a parking ticket. No other issues to 
report. We left Trailside ct at 1817HRS we continue patrolled 1830HRS 

02/11/2023 1836HRS we arrived at the San Juan Bautista City Water Tower, the gate was  
locked and secured no issues to report. We left san Juan Bautista City Water Tower at 
1838 

02/11/2023 1844HRS we notice a vehicle parked in a driveway with the truck door open full of  
groceries no body was around. So me and my partner knock on the residence door and  
informed them that there car was opened. They didn't know and thank us. No other  
issues to report we left the Washington Street at 1849HRS 

02/11/2023 1900HRS me and my partner were driving down old San Juan road heading  
towards Copperleaf LN when we notice a blue 4Door sedan started driving down the 
opposite lane of traffic coming right towards us my partner move out of the way of the 
sedan before we collided. My partner and I thinking it my be a possible driver under the 
influence, we made a U-turn to get the license plate and call into dispatch. We follow the 
vehicle onto Mission Vineyard Road, me and my partner pull over when to the side when 
we notice the vehicle was pulled over off on a dirt road with his lights off, the vehicle 



proceeded to turn on Mission Vineyard road and come right towards us on the opposite 
lane of traffic again but right before he collided with us he move and rolled down his 
window. We rolled our and he start say we are in the wrong area and he asks why we 
where following him we told him that we are not following him as we were talking to him 
had this had on something between this center console which we believe it was a 
firearm. After he left we were we called dispatch at 1923HRS when sheriff's office 
arrived we told them what happened and they said there going to look into it, no other 
issues to report. We resumed Patrol at 2100HRS 

02/12/2023 0115HRS we were flagged down by someone walking down the street, they let us  
know that the bartender at Daisy's wanted to speak with us. We arrived at Daisy's and  
the bartender informed us about 2 individuals she had to escort out of the business. 

02/12/2023 1951HRS stopped at the windmill because we heard a car alarm going off, we  
noticed a person in the vehicle and made contact. There was a female in the car that  
was intoxicated that let us know she wasn't the driver and she was just waiting for her b 
oyfriend who was in the store. We walked into the store to whether we could locate the  
boyfriend and determine whether or not he was also intoxicated. 

02/12/2023 2318HRS we spotted a dark colored 2 door coupe that had been parked on 2nd St  
and Jefferson St for about 40 minutes. The windows were too dark to look into so we  
decided it would be better to call police to have them check on the vehicle. We circled  
back and parked a good distance from the car to make the call but a passenger exited  
the vehicle and the vehicle drove off. 

02/13/2023 0238HRS a pedestrian is stranded at the windmill market. He needs a ride to  
Pittsburgh California. He told me his girlfriends parents kicked him out here in San Juan  
Bautista. He's been talking to his mom on the phone and they are trying to get an Uber  
or a taxi I told him to call 911. And the police showed up they really couldn't do nothing.  
There is no Uber this late night I'm guessing he will Uber in the morning. Nothing further. 

2/17/2023 1743: patrolled through cemetery. Blue Prius is parked. Driver using portable. No  
suspicious activity or incidents to report. Area is secure 

2/17/2023 2155: checked on Valero gas station. Upon arrival 1 male Grey pick up truck locked  
keys inside vehicle. Male waited for a relative to come help unlock the door with tools.  
Driver was able to unlock vehicle. Stood by until employees locked and secured front  
door. No other activity or incidents to report. Area is clear and secure. 

2/19/2023 Arrived at San Juan Elementary school at 2018HRS found Kids playing basketball in  
the courts and asked them to leave because the basketball courts were closed besides  
that it was all clear. 

2/19/2023 Arrived at water tower at 2142HRS found a car up there let them know them can not  
park there and them listened and left. 

2/19/2023 Came when Back to water tower again car was still there and ask them to leave  
again the plate is 8wnt376 hyundai modal sonata light blue four door. 

2/26/2023 1751HRS arrived at the school, did a welfare check on a vehicle parked at the 
school, we were told by the driver that the car was having issues but that they had someone on 
the way to help. No other issues to report 
 
 

 
 


